


HOUSE ARREST
A small gift from a bunch of nerds stuck at home.

Like most of us, you’re probably stuck at home unless you’re a medical 
professional (bless you) or an essential service (bless you too) or a total 
reckless moron (begrudgingly wish you the best).  

The group of people involved in this creative offering are the “COOL 
GUYS”, our weekly game group that has faithfully been attended every 
Sunday for the past five years. We play board games, Dungeons and 
Dragons and home brewed tabletop RPGs.

Lou makes us dinner, Phil and Angus talk about comic books, Michelle Lou makes us dinner, Phil and Angus talk about comic books, Michelle 
checks for traps, Marisa complains about sexism, Vanessa scares the shit 
out of us with her physical fitness, Chuck makes tasty drinks, Scott reads 
us the rules of the game we’re playing, Ari keeps us up to date with 
wrestling, Mo reminds us that we’re here to game, Sarah shows us the 
pins she bought this week and Camille reminds us all to be nice to each 
other.

It’s our family and our creative social break for the week. We miss it so It’s our family and our creative social break for the week. We miss it so 
much. This is a small gift from our nerd family to yours which hopefully 
brings you some joy in these weird times.

Thank you to Mel Rai @DOODLESBYMELRAI for the cool doodle 
illustrations throughout the book. You’re an amazing part of our Kerpow 
family and we love you.

Please enjoy the jokes and the fun activities! 
We’d love to see what you’ve made; Share with us:We’d love to see what you’ve made; Share with us:

#HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART 



YOUR CONTRIBUTORS
Say hi to everyone who contributed to this issue of HOUSE ARREST

Share with us and follow: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART

ANGUS BYERS - @ANGUSTATTOOS
Montreal based tattoo artist, illustrator, comic expert and sailor. AHOY!

MICHELLE FRANKLIN - @AUTHORMICHELLEFRANKLIN
Author, battle axe, musician. She WILL write you a strongly worded letter.

LOUIS-PIERRE ASSELIN JARRY - @LOU.SKIS.POW
Scientist, devil’s advocate, chef. Always needs to know the WHY of everything.

PHILIPPE BRAULT - @SLICKYZ
Comic expert, toy collector, loves Cyclops, hunk. Is the reason we can’t have a podcast.

SCOTT YOUNG - @IGOTLOSTONCE
Father, husband, artist, cares about what you have to say. He always reads the instructions.

SARAH LOUBIRI - @SLOUBIRI
Queen of puns, artist, pokemon expert. Draws boobs on everything.

ARIADNE MACGILLIVRAY - @THEOPHANES
Wrestling enthusiast, weed head. Probably worked on that game you’re playing.

VANESSA LETUVE - @PIVOTPILATESMTL
Pilates certified instructor, mother, puppy wrangler. Gets shit DONE.

MAURICE ROY - @WOLFMAN75
Graphic designer, art director, film connoisseur. Busiest introvert you’ll ever meet.

MARISA PARISELLA - @MARISAPARISELLA
Photographer, has lots of opinions, has lots of plans. “Don’t tell me what to do”.

MEL RAI - @DOODLESBYMELRAI 
Illustrator, mother, wildly gloomy ingénue who is just weird enough!

CAMILLE BELZILE- @mmelagirafe
Mediator by nature, is fair and just. Gives advice that she doesn’t listen to!



MEL RAI DOODLES
Colour the quarantine daily routine.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @DOODLESBYMELRAI



WASH YOUR HANDS
Colour the hand that most represents the state of your mitts after washing your hands for 20 seconds eighty times a day.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @ANGUSTATTOOS



PAPER DOLL
Help Nebula get dressed to go to the grocery store! Colour in your favorite outfit! 

We recommend printing the doll on thicker paper or glueing it to cardboard.
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MARISAPARISELLA @ANGUSTATTOOS @COSMICSPACENEBULA



PAPER DOLL
Help Rosie get dressed to go to the pharmacy! Colour in your favorite outfit!
We recommend printing the doll on thicker paper or glueing it to cardboard.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MARISAPARISELLA @ANGUSTATTOOS @ROSIE.BOURGEOISIE



QUARANTINE COCKTAILS WITH CHUCK
I had three broad themes in making these quarantine cocktails. I also wanted to be able to provide moderately easy 
drinks to make, with a couple more difficult ones mixed in for those that feel a little more at ease in making drinks.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART

CITRUS HIGHBALLS
There are a variety of cocktails that combine some form of citrus juice(s) with alcohol, ranging from simple 
to complex. Here are a couple that I’ve always enjoyed. The main theme here is “Vitamin C” from the citrus 

juice - something that most people associate with needing to get over a cold

(PICTURED) PALOMA 

ThisThis is a tequila based cocktail that originates from 
Mexico. There are a couple of different ways to make 
it: either with fresh grapefruit juice or grapefruit 
flavoured soda. If you’re going to soda route - 
Jarritos brand is hands down the best option for that 
“authentic” taste. I’m also partial to the San 

Pellegrino Pompelmo flavoured. The pictured c
ocktailocktail was made with fresh grapefruit juice and 
soda water. If going the soda route - just make it like 

you would a rum and coke.

In a highball (with ice) build:

2 ounces tequila 
(pick your poison - mine was with Olmeca Altos gold)

4 ounces fresh grapefruit juice
Top with soda waterTop with soda water

HEMMINGWAY DAQUIRI 
Named after the famous author - supposedly this 
drink was created in his honour  
during one of his trips to Cuba, after he became 
enamoured with the classic daiquri

2 ounces white rum
¼ ounce maraschino liqueur¼ ounce maraschino liqueur
¾ ounce grapefruit juice
½ ounce lime juice

OLD FASHIONED
PlacePlace the sugar cube in the glass, and drip the 
bitters on it so that the bitters are soaked up by the 
cube. Muddle lightly (just want to break it up so it’s 
not in cube form). Pour your bourbon or whiskey in. 
Classic recipes call for a splash of water - I prefer 
using a large ice cube to keep the drink cold and 

allow the flavours to blend over time.

2 ounces bourbon or straight rye whiskey 2 ounces bourbon or straight rye whiskey 
(most recipes call for 1 ½ ounces, but I like my 

drinks heavy)
Sugar cube

Bitters
OptionalOptional garnish: orange twist (sometimes people 
will also add a maraschino cherry, as illustrated by 

the show Mad Men).
Optional ingredients: for those that have access to a 
cocktail smoker - smoking your bourbon or rye prior 
to pouring it into the glass adds some additional 

flavour.

MANHATTAN (PICTURED)

Pour all the ingredients into a glass with ice, stir, 
and then strain into a fresh glass to enjoy.

2 ounces bourbon or straight rye whiskey
1 ounce vermouth (classically this is a sweet or red 
vermouth, but experiment with what you have!)
BittersBitters to taste (2 dashes typical - can be Angostura 
or Peychaud’s or whatever else you have)
Optional garnish: maraschino cherry and/or orange 
(or lemon) twist

EASY AND VERSATILE
These cocktails fit into the “stay at home” theme, in addition to being classic cocktails. Both can be made with a 
variety of different liquors and ingredients. If you don’t have exactly the right alcohols at hand - there are even 

gin-based variations of the Old Fashioned!



QUARANTINE COCKTAILS WITH CHUCK
I had three broad themes in making these quarantine cocktails. I also wanted to be able to provide moderately easy 
drinks to make, with a couple more difficult ones mixed in for those that feel a little more at ease in making drinks.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART

“MEDICINAL COCKTAILS”
Just a couple of cocktails that have medicinal themed names. These are also slightly more complex to make, 

but the effort is worth it as I find both of these to be particularly tasty.

PENICILLIN 
ForFor this cocktail - you’ll want to combine all the 
ingredients in a shaker, except for the single malt 
whiskey. After shaking - pour into an ice-filled rocks 
glass. Float the single malt on top of the drink. 
Floating can be accomplished by slowly pouring over 
the back of a spoon so that the scotch sits atop the 
rest of the drink, rather than sinking in and 

blending. blending. 

2 oz Blended scotch
¾ oz Fresh lemon juice

¾ oz Honey-ginger syrup*
¼ oz Islay single-malt scotch

Optional garnish: candied ginger 

Honey-ginger syrup:
1 part water

1 part honey (liquid, if possible)
Ginger - peeled and sliced thinly

PlacePlace all the ingredients in a small pot and bring to 
a boil, while stirring. Once boiling, reduce to a 
simmer for 5-10 minutes. Let cool, then place in the 
fridge overnight to cool - strain out the ginger the 

next day and keep the liquid to use.

PAINKILLER (PICTURED) 

This is one of the classic tiki cocktails from around 
the 1960s. You’ll want to pour all the ingredients in 
a shaker, with ice. Shake vigorously and then pour 
into highiballs.

2 ounces rum (navy or dark)
4 ounces pineapple juice4 ounces pineapple juice
1 ounce cream of coconut
1 ounce orange juice
Optional garnish: nutmeg

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY
But, you know, you’re an adult, so do what you want. 

But also, don’t be an asshole.



6 PILATES POSTURES FOR STRESS & ANXIETY
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @PIVOTPILATESMTL

1) BREATHING
-Sit in a comfortable position allowing 
the spine to be lifted
-Place your hands on the bones of 
your rib cage
-As-As you breath in, feel the ribs push into 
your hands. Try and keep the breath 
away from your belly, only breath into 
your lungs       
-Breath out with control as you let the 
ribs decompress and squeeze the air 
out of your lungs.  Keep the spine lifted
3-5 breaths3-5 breaths

2) BRIDGE
-Lie on your back with your knees bent.  
Heels below knees, feet separated no 
wider than your hips, hands pushing 
down gently, shoulders open
-Inhale on the mat and as you exhale 
pullpull belly button to spine, let the hips 
rock toward your nose.   Lift your hips 
up from your back side activating
-Now create one line from your 
shoulder tips, to hips, to knee tips
-Take a breath and when you are ready -Take a breath and when you are ready 
roll the spine back down emphasizing 
each bone into the mat.  
-Keep the abdominals active.
-Make-Make sure you feel the lower back 
lengthen onto the mat.  Bum touches 
last.  Keep your toes down, finger tips 
down, head down
3-6 times

3) SPINE TWIST
-Sit on top of your sit bones, spine nice 
and tall towards the sky.  If you are 
tight in the back of the legs or lower 
back, bend your knees (see pic).
-Place-Place your feet together, knees 
together and flex your toes towards 
your nose
-Hands cross over the chest
-As you inhale lift the spine up and as 
you exhale slowly twist the spine gently 
3 times
-Go a little further every twist feeling -Go a little further every twist feeling 
the back stretch and abdominals work
-Inhale back to center, exhale twist the 
other way
3 each side

4) SPINE STRETCH FORWARD
-Sit on top of your sit bones, spine nice 
and tall towards the sky.  Open your 
legs as wide as a yoga mat, flex your 
toes towards your nose
-Arms lengthen, parellel to the floor
-As-As you inhale lift the spine up and 
tighten abdominals and bum.  As you 
exhale stretch the spine forward up 
and over an imaginary workout ball
-Inhale build the spine back up nice 
and strait, exhale stretch again
4-6 times
                            

5) SAW
-Open your legs even wider than your 
mat
-Inhale lifting the spine up and exhale 
twist towards one side 
-Place-Place the front hand on the outside of 
the leg and bring your gaze to the back 
hand.  Open the chest
-Inhale through center, exhale other side
-Gently push the back of your hand into 
the outside of your leg to activate 
deeper
4 each side4 each side

6) SPINAL EXTENSION
-Have a seat on your heals or cross 
legged if that is more comfortable
-Hands placed on your knees for 
support
-Inhale and let the heart lift towards 
the skythe sky
-Exhale let the spine come back neutral 
and tall
-Deepen the posture by placing hands 
on the low back (see pic) or if you have 
lower back concerns
2-4 total

VANESSA LETUVE
PILATES CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR

“I“I believe that Pilates is a habit that you 
can start at any point and keep until 
your final breath.  It is a way of life, it is 
a ritual, it gives so much back to a body 
that is ready to receive.  The first part is 
your desire.  Come join us in class.”

PilatesPilates is a rehabilitating method of 
movement.  With flowing low impact 
movements, the body is re-taught how 
to move with control, precision, and 
endurance. It increases strength, flexibility, 
and focus.  
ItIt alleviates stress, body weaknesses 
and misalignments.  It improves deep 
muscle connections and posture.



Michelle Franklin’s Word Menagerie for the Verbatically Courageous
Author. Agronomist. Bibliothecary. Philologist. Antiquarian. Pedagogue. Wit.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @AUTHORMICHELLEFRANKLIN

What is the meaning of an a___________ life? Before everyone was made to practice s___________  habits, the outdoors was a 
f___________ , rife with annoyances, the horrors of mindless children shrieking and running about u___________, the complaints 
of Karens on their phones and their wanting to speak to the managers when they should be paying for their items in the check-out 
aisles, the t___________  and f___________ of drills and jackhammers without, the h___________  of politicians who stand at their 
podium p___________, and the m___________ of breeders who think they knew better than every schoolmaster in their 
municipality—butmunicipality—but there is none of that now, and I do not know whether to rejoice in e___________ that the world has been stopped 
against its will or grieve that it took a plague to do so. All s___________ sounds have been silenced, all quarrelling quelled under 
the throes of the m___________. There is no more celebration now, no more l___________ for bonvivants, no one to f___________ 
and f___________ over how late anyone was out last night—there is no more going out, no gallivanting on the gad of any kind. There 
are no more gaieties, no more visits to town, not more pleasantries exchanged with niggling neighbours, and if there is any 
a___________a___________ from sunshine, I daresay we do not know it. We open windows and peer out, gaping longingly at the birds, hoping 
they will land on our balconies and offer some proof of life. The boughs of bare trees, the psthurism of copses, the branches 
o___________ in desperate correspondence, the budding leaves communicating the first i___________ of spring, a v___________ 
embrace we will never suffer. There is a peace in the paracosm, a quietude in the q___________  we have all been put under. We 
are children who have been punished and given an early bedtime, the lucubrators who once wandered n___________ under the 
aegisaegis of nightfall and must now keep our p___________ to the kitchen and back. We are a miserable species, kept in the vitric zoo, 
tucked behind the safety of windows, i___________ in pairs, lest the plague count our numbers, and we count the dead, adding to 
the necrology, the v___________ among us justified in their excusesat last. The g___________  of high glee have been replaced with 
sobering looks, the m___________ and m___________ prevailing every otherwise joyous heart. Mothers s___________ for absent 
company, fathers lament of a life t___________ for their being made to stay at home and tend their progeny, and children grieve 
forfor their m___________ dysphoria, blaming their forebears for a life they did not ask for, a life that is not their fault. Family 
velitations spiral into the breach of madness, nobody wins, nobody cares if anyone loses, but family squabbles are the least of the 
world’s worries: every Karen is a pugilist throwing fists over bumfodder, many a___________ is expended over sanitizer, the 
panic-buyers little more than penny-pinching p___________, the hucksters and h___________ now smuggling wipes instead of 
peddling hooch. Wine flows freely from open shop doors, the v___________ kept open in an effort to restrain the bathtub gin, black 
bettybetty and b___________ are a married couple in this timeline, and their fumitory companion the green grass are all delivered, to 
keep us in a languid stupor, hoping we remain civil and s___________. We have all become domesticated, homebodies eager to eat 
and move and eat again, desperate for diversion and p___________, the perusal and p___________ of daily life taken from us at 
present. We have our google and gogglebox, we surf and stew and wait for news, and what was once a cubicular indulgence is now 
deemed heroic, to sit and stay and say nothing, obeying orders and laying low, whilst the technologically inept defy quarantine, 
havinghaving little regard for those who h___________ in their hoves for their benefit. The young l___________ that the old might live, and 
we are repaid by the incontinent and inconstant in cruel ways. They flout rules and flaunt privilege, whilst the rest must live in 
privation, the geriatric j___________ making a mockery of us all. The g___________ will be their own demise: god is skipping Easter 
this year, it seems, and someone must take his paschal place, whether lilies or lambs. They might call us d___________ and 
d___________ but we drive the mondial managery, and once their pride gives away to fits of t___________, they will be long sorry 
forfor the reigns they held. The New World Order looks not so grim for the house-doves, our p___________ well-fortified, our pitchforks 
prepared. We have weathered much of our formative years with wings clipped, but c___________ trees still grow, and the derivations 
that are not shorn off bare the buds of reprisal.
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VICTORIAN WORD BANK



MEL RAI DOODLES
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @DOODLESBYMELRAI



TOILET PAPER BOUDOIR
Print this out and place it in your bathroom for proper worship, play a little soft jazz.
Share your TP altar with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MARISAPARISELLA



ARI REVIEWS
Hi and welcome to Ari Reviews. The review blog where Ari reviews things and rates them. I’m Ari and I’m gonna review some 
things. Like many of you out there, I’ve been diligently isolating myself in my apartment for the better part of a month so I’ve 
decided to review things that you can do to pass time while hunkering down. Each review will be on a scale from 1 Ari to 5 Aris, 
1 being the worst and 5 being the best. Now that we’ve gotten the formalities out of the way, let’s get into it!

Netflix
Netflix and Chill? More like Netflix and don’t get ill! 
ThisThis is going to be the go-to for a lot of people to pass the time but is it good? 
According to a Google search that I did mid-sentence there is three and a half years 
worth of content currently streaming on Netflix. Now I know what you’re thinking: 
“Three and a half years! That’s so much content!” and yes it is but here’s the secret 
- most of it is crap. I’ve found myself wasting hours just trying to find something to 
put on while I wait for the edible to hit. For every Tiger King there’s ten docs about 
being vegan and they’re all terrible. 

2 Aris2 Aris

Animal Crossing
My extra room is half a million bells?! Tom Nook can go straight to hell!
YouYou got a Switch? You got internet? If you answered yes to both of these then you 
are probably already playing Animal Crossing. I got it on day one and I’m still going 
strong. At its core the game is about that Joni Mitchell song “Paved paradise and 
put up a parking lot.” You get to live on a deserted paradise island that slowly turns 
into a cash grab and a capitalist nightmare as you fall further and further into debt. 
You are forced to wake each day to scour the land for resources to sell to pay off 
your increasingly shady landlord.

4 Aris4 Aris

Naps
You snooze, you lose.
Do you want to sleep during the daytime and wake up sweaty and disoriented? Then 
naps are for you! Naps look great on paper but in practice, you end up sleeping for 
way longer than you wanted to and you feel like crap when you wake up. 

1 Ari

Browsing Social MediaBrowsing Social Media
No.
Nope. Delete your apps from your phones and then throw your phone into the sun.

0 Aris

Watching Time Team on YouTube
Archaeology? Give it to me!
TimeTime Team is a BBC (?) show about archaeology. It has a million seasons and it’s 
fantastic. The host is very angry about how slow and boring archaeology is and the 
archaeologists are trying to get you to be excited about a Roman retaining wall. 
There is no drama and the stakes, despite their famous three day deadline, are 
extremely low. Plus you learn about history without the guilt of colonialism.

4 Aris



Ari Macgillivray is a Narrative Designer and massive weedhead. She can be found in her apartment being a good citizen. 
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @THEOPHANES (TWITTER: @Macgillivray514)

Continued!

ARI REVIEWS

Staring at the Ceiling
Shit’s wild, man.
You can do this from the bed, couch, bathtub, or kitchen floor. Pros include: it eats 
up hours, it takes no energy or money, and you can do it while depressed. Cons 
include: you run the risk of thinking too much about life.

3 Aris

CleaningCleaning
I can’t think of a funny line :/
Cleaning my apartment is what I’m doing in my mind while I’m passed out on the 
couch. Honestly, if you can clean your home you should just do it. It’s something 
that you can control and it feels so good to be in a clean place. Some days I can’t 
find the motivation to do it but when I can, I do it.

3.5 Aris

Getting highGetting high
“I don’t remember ordering this.”
SoSo drugs aren’t cool or whatever but weed is good and the only reason why it was 
ever illegal is because of Nixon and racism. Now I don’t recommend self-medicating 
sadness with anything but it’s a nice way to spend the evening. Last night I was 
watching a documentary about the first black driver in the Indy 500 and I was so 
high that I couldn’t tell if the flashbacks were from actual existing news clips or if 
they were all actors doing a very good recreation of the events. Hahahaha. It was 
wild.

5 Aris5 Aris

Reading Books
“Butterfly in the sky, I can go twice as high.”
If you are anything like me then you’ve got all manner of books taking up space in 
your home. They’re free, they’re easily accessible, and they can take you to worlds 
far from our current shitty one. Unfortunately, reading is for nerds. Hahahaha!! 
Gottem! Go play some video games or something.

1 Ari1 Ari



DRAW JOE’S NEXT HUSBAND
Help Joe find the next love of his life! Draw in and colour his next husband below!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @ANGUSTATTOOS



MEL RAI DOODLES
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @DOODLESBYMELRAI



CORNBREAD: AIN’T NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT
When we game on sundays, there’s one thing we all look forward to - Lou’s cornbread. It’s so delicious fresh from the oven 

with a little bit of butter. Lou also says: * Using a kitchen scale truly makes your baking consistent and predictable.  
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @LOU.SKIS.POW

Directions:

1. Preheat oven to 205°C (400F).

2. Grease and lightly flour an approx 20 or 23cm (8 or 9 
inch) square baking pan, or approx 21x10 cm (8x4 inch) 
bread pan. Set aside.

3.3. Dry : In a large bowl, whisk together cornmeal, flour, 
baking powder, baking soda, and salt in a large bowl. Set 
aside.

4.4. Wet : In a medium bowl, whisk the cooled melted butter, 
brown sugar, and honey together until completely smooth 
and thick. There should be no brown sugar lumps. Then, 
whisk in the egg until combined. Finally, whisk in the 
buttermilk.

5. Pour the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and 
whisk until combined. Avoid overmixing.

6.6. Pour batter into prepared baking pan. Bake for 20 
minutes or until golden brown on top and the center is 
cooked through.  Use a toothpick to test . Toothpick should 
come out clean. If it isn’t, bake longer in 5 minutes 
increments.

7. Allow to cool before slicing and serving. Serve with 
butter, honey, jam, whatever you like.
WrapWrap leftovers up tightly and store at room temperature for 
up to 1 week. For longer storage, freeze baked cornbread 

Voilà!

optional add-ins:  
1-2   chopped jalapeño peppers 
or, 240ml (1 cup) blueberries 
or, 240ml (1 cup) total dried 
cranberries
and walnuts or, 240ml (1 cup) 
shredded cheddar cheese, or shredded cheddar cheese, or 
120mL (1/2 cup) bacon crumbles

Wet:
o 115g (1/2 cup) unsalted 
   butter, melted and slightly cooled
o 67g (1/3 cup) packed light 
   brown sugar
o 30ml (2 tbps) honey or, maple 
   syrup, or molasses   syrup, or molasses
o 1 large egg, at room temperature
o 240ml (1 cup) buttermilk or 
   DIY buttermilk, at room 
   temperature 

Ingredients:

Dry:
o 120g (1 cup) fine cornmeal
o 125g (1 cup) all-purpose flour
o 5mL (1 tsp) baking powder
o 1/2 tsp baking soda
o 1/8 tsp salto 1/8 tsp salt

Notes:

DIY Buttermilk: pour 2-3 tsp of fresh lemon juice or white vinegar into a liquid 
measuring cup. Then add enough regular room temperature milk (whole, skim, 1%, 
2%-- whole milk is strongly recommended for moistest, richest texture) to make 
240mL (1 cup) total. Stir and let sit for 5 minutes. This soured milk can be used in the 
recipe.

Alternative preparation:Alternative preparation:
Skillet Cornbread : Baking cornbread in an approx 23cm (9inch)  oven safe  skillet (cast 
iron preferably) gives it an even heartier, crunchy crust. Put enough oil/fat (butter, 
ghee, coconut oil, lard, bacon fat, vegetable oil,...) to liberally grease the skillet.
Heat skillet in the 205°C (400F) preheating oven while you prep ingredients.
Bake this cornbread in a 9-inch oven safe greased skillet at the same temperature for 
the same amount of time.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Keep an eye on it!



QUARANTINE BINGO
Cross out everything you’ve done during your social quarantine.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MARISAPARISELLA

Played 
Animal 

Crossing

Drank a 
whole bottle 
of wine by 
yourself

Cut 
your own 

bangs

Cried

Ran out 
of toilet 
paper

Netflix asked 
more than 
once a day 

if you’re still 
watching

Called the 
cops on your 

neighbor 
having a 

party

zoom 
conference 

call

Someone 
spoke moistly 

to you

masturbate
all day

Ate all your 
snacks

Went to 2+ 
grocery 

stores before 
finding one 
with no line

Panic
attack

You put a 
rainbow in 

your window

baked your 
own bread

You said:
“That bitch 

Carole 
Baskin”

Made yourself 
a tiktok video

Risked your 
life to help

others

Haven’t worn 
a bra in 14+ 

days

Ran out of 
Purell /
sanitizer

Got high

Get upset at 
people not 
keeping 2M 

distance while 
out for a walk

Absolutely 
nothing has 
changed in 

your life

Had to catch 
up on your 
taxes to get 
some gov’t 

money



MEL RAI DOODLES
Fill in your toilet time thoughts.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @DOODLESBYMELRAI



HOUSE ARREST HOROSCOPES
Scott takes a look into your quarantine future - THE GOOD NEWS

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @IGOTLOSTONCE

ARIES 
MAR 29-APR19

HelpingHelping those around you will feed your 
soul, allowing you to heal and persevere. 
With Mars being pulled by Jupiter, you will 
require courage to do what is needed, but 
in doing so, you shall be sheltered.  Don’t 
sweat the little things and get sidetracked. 
Look to Sagitarius for optimism to bolster 

your courage. your courage. 

AQUARIUS
JAN 20-FEB 18

YourYour greatest strength lies in your ability to 
connect with those around you. Staying 
close to others and sharing your passion 
will lead you to new exciting opportunities. 
Don’t plant your feet too deeply or it could 
lead you to grow distant to those who 
matter most. A new challenge will come 
justjust as Jupiter aligns but Pluto will give you 

the strength to conquer it.

PISCES
FEB 19-MAR 20

YouYou have been showing your compassion 
within your circle but beware of drawing 
too deeply on your emotions. With Ceres 
and Mars both providing you strength and 
courage, you will come through when 
needed. Things will take a positive turn 

towards the end of the month.

LIBRA
SEP 23-OCT 22

AsAs Venus slides into Gemini, don’t be afraid to 
share what’s on your mind. Taurus will be 
more open than usual with their emotions and 
love.  Your honest appraisal of what is around 
you will bring you calm. Don’t be overwhelmed 
by the choices coming, look at them truthfully 
and with an open mind and the answer will be 
revealed.revealed. In your everyday life, continue to 
allow your charm to show. Positive things will 

come.

CAPRICORN
DEC 22-JAN 19

AsAs Mars slides away, beware of falling into 
old habits and slothiness. You will need to 
push yourself in order to succeed at the 
project you’ve been putting off.  Stay 
focused and steadfast, this will yield to 
great results in the future. Allow yourself to 
be swayed and love will grow as the Moon 

draws near.draws near.

TAURUS
APR 20-MAY 20

ByBy prioritizing sleep, it will give you the 
energy to be the rock for those around you. 
With Venus shadowing earth you will be able 
to focus more on love. Libra will factor 
largely in those endeavors. Don't let yourself 
fall into the trap of indulgence, stay 
connected to the outside world in order to 

rise above.rise above.

GEMINI
MAY 21-JUN 20

AllowAllow yourself to feel openly with those 
around you. With Mercury in retrograde, 
this will allow you to respond to what is 
needed.  Don’t allow your other self to 
dominate your emotions as it can lead 
you astray. Leo will need your strength 
and emotion to work through a choice. 
SharingSharing your thoughts will be key in 

helping to resolve your own dilemma.

SCORPIO
OCT 23-NOV 21

WhatWhat the world needs now is your 
kindness. By sharing with others, you will 
be able to stay true to your heart. Don’t 
be susceptible to the rising tides of 
emotion, they will recede as Luna moves 
on. When needed, Capricorn will help you 
steady your resolve and take the leap 

you’ve been waiting for.you’ve been waiting for.

CANCER
JUN 21-JUL 22

GiveGive yourself permission to desire more 
from life and go for it. You will be 
rewarded for the trust and steadfastness 
you have shown. Don’t allow your 
emotions to get the better of you. With the 
moon renewing early, you will have many 
opportunities to try something different. 
VenusVenus will start to draw on some of that 
energy. A budding relationship with Libra 

may show itself from a distance.

LEO
JUL 23 - AUG 22

WithWith the uncertainty of the times, your 
energy and excitement will strengthen 
your resolve. Don’t be spontaneous when 
making choices, take the time to weigh 
all options. Slow and steady wins the 
race. Both Aries and Gemini will both 
share with you and lend a helping hand. 
ByBy sharing your exuberance with those 

around you, all will benefit and grow.

VIRGO
AUG 23-SEP 22

ContinueContinue to see the humorous side of 
things, as this will allow you to be more 
considerate of what is going on with 
those around you. Pick your battles and 
don’t get mired down in the minutiae of 
your love. By not dwelling on the little 
things, you will have a more complete 
relationship.relationship. With Mercury being drawn 
towards Uranus, Aquarius is looking to 

share in your warmth.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV 22-DEC 21

DuringDuring your alone time, stay buoyed by 
your optimism. As a natural introvert, be 
mindful of drawing into yourself too 
much. Allow your emotions to drift to the 
surface, it will lead you towards peace. 
You will be rewarded by your faithfulness 
in the coming months. A mysterious 

connection will lead to love.connection will lead to love.



HOUSE ARREST HORROR-SCOPES
Scott takes a look into your quarantine future - THE BAD NEWS

By reading the following, you give up all free will. This will lead you down a predetermined path which you cannot avoid. It has 
all been foretold and is therefore true. Proceed with extreme caution! Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART 

ARIES 
MAR 29-APR19

Don’tDon’t give in to your temper or it will lead to 
murder. People should know better than to 
cut you off in traffic. Your sign is named 
after the God of War for fucks sake. Your 
ability to sway others and knowing when to 
bite your tongue will be the deciding factor 
when police investigate a future accident 
involvinginvolving your car and another car that will 
fly off a bridge. It’s so calm when you’re 

Dead.

AQUARIUS
JAN 20-FEB 18

YouYou have such idealism, which you like to 
share with everyone around you. It’s so 
kind of you to share your ideas. 
Unfortunately you suffocate under the 
weight of your own bitterness when no one 

cares.

PISCES
FEB 19-MAR 20

BewareBeware the jabberwocky! No don’t, it’s not 
real, just like everything else you are 
worrying about. In fact, you worry so much 
that you become agoraphobic and refuse to 
leave your bed and die of a panic attack. 

Yes that can happen!

LIBRA
SEP 23-OCT 22

YouYou like to bide your time and collect all the 
knowledge before making a choice. When 
you finish collecting everything, you will 
realize that you have run out of time and 
don’t know which wire to cut. The clock 
counts down to zero and you are vaporized.

CAPRICORN
DEC 22-JAN 19

YourYour ambition will lead you to crush all 
those beneath you as you rise up the ladder 
of success. All those below you will burn 
with envy. You will allow your emotions to 
only show to your one true friend and they 
will use that knowledge to destroy you. As 
the air flows through your hair you are 
trulytruly free. At least until the sidewalk gives 

you a final kiss.

TAURUS
APR 20-MAY 20

Standing your ground will lead to disaster. Standing your ground will lead to disaster. 
By indulging in excess you will not be quick 
enough to step away when you need to. You 
will be unable to focus as those around you 
descend into chaos and not see the bull as 

it gores you with it’s Texas longhorns.

GEMINI
MAY 21-JUN 20

YourYour love life will be a rollercoaster of 
emotions and will lead you into the pits of 
despair. You will make strange choices 
although will be extremely happy as you 
get a homemade tattoo of a two headed 
T-rex. You will forget that you don’t feed 
the fish by holding the food in your 

mouth and drown.mouth and drown.

SCORPIO
OCT 23-NOV 21

ParanoiaParanoia will set in and you will start to 
become more and more jealous of those 
around you. You start to be more 
secretive in what you are doing. You quit 
your job because the man is listening and 
take to the streets to make sure you can’t 
be tracked. Years later you die of 
exposure.exposure. Turns out tinfoil hats aren't 

great for the rain. 

CANCER
JUN 21-JUL 22

Well, with a sign like yours, it should be 
pretty obvious.

LEO
JUL 23 - AUG 22

YouYou will make more and more rash 
choices which will lead you down a path 
of conspiracies. Your exuberance for 
seeking the truth, will allow you to make 
contact with an extra terrestrial species. 
They will beam you aboard and dissect 

you. Mulder would be proud.

VIRGO
AUG 23-SEP 22

EveryEvery relationship you ever had will 
slowly be destroyed by your need to point 
out every flaw in them and yourself. Who 
needs a relationship anyway when you 
have work to do. You toil away in order to 
suppress the fear that you're going to be 
fired at any minute. The doctor uses the 
JapaneseJapanese term karoshi which translates 

to death from overwork.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV 22-DEC 21

YourYour lack of emotion leads you to take a 
pilgrimage into the jungle. You meet a 
guy named Shayne who says he's going to 
be your spirit guide. By guide he means 
dealer and the feeling you have as your 
body impacts the ground is euphoric. 
Trying to fly off a cliff like an eagle on 

LSD never works out.LSD never works out.



SPOT THE TIGERS
Help Joe find all his tigers before that bitch Carole Baskin gets ‘em! Colour this page and

share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLOUBIRI



MEL RAI DOODLES
When you’re quarantined with your best friendo.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @DOODLESBYMELRAI



CINÉ-PHIL
Phil reviews movies he’s watching in quarantine. His partner Sarah chimes in. It’s a good time with lots of opinions.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Continued!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Continued!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Continued!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Phil reviews movies he’s watching in quarantine. His partner Sarah chimes in. It’s a good time with lots of opinions.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Continued!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Continued!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



CINÉ-PHIL
Continued!

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLICKYZ @SLOUBIRI



STATHAM TRIVIA
Can you pick out the real piece of trivia about Jason Statham I found on Wikipedia among the “alternative facts” I've 

come up with in each round? Let's find out!
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @SLOUBIRI



MEL RAI DOODLES
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @DOODLESBYMELRAI



ISOLATION DIARY
I’ve been keeping loose track of what’s going on in my head for the duration of my isolation. Here it is.

Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MARISAPARISELLA



HOW TO DEAL WITH ISOLATION IN 5 STEPS
First things first, everyone is living their situation in their own way. This is only a suggestion list and a reminder that even 

though the situation sucks, you’re not alone and you have power over some things.
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MMELAGIRAFE



HOW TO DEAL WITH ISOLATION IN 5 STEPS
Share with us: #HOUSEARRESTMTL @KERPOWART @MMELAGIRAFE



NICE
YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT STRANGERS ARE GOING THROUGH. WE’RE ALL FREAKING OUT HERE.

BE




